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Our headless content management system (CMS) has won multiple awards and been 

recognized by leading analysts as pioneering in the industry. Contentstack 

simplifies and accelerates content delivery across mobile, web, and IoT channels. 

Business users are empowered to manage the content they are responsible for. 

Developers can separately manage related code using the skills they already have 

and tools with which they are familiar. And mobile enablement comes built-in – rather

 than bolted on.

Alla Oks, Sr. Director of Marketing and Demand Generation, Ayla Networks

Before implementing Contentstack, even the simplest requests took days 
to implement and creating a new page took a week. Now changes take 

minutes and putting together a new page can be done within the day – all 
without the help of a skilled developer!

The Headless CMS of the Future

CMS Without the BS:
Decoupling Code from Content



CONTENTSTACK | FEATURES | Easy for business users. Powerful for developers.

Content Modeling

Separates data structure from its 

presentation layer and gives develop-

ers the ability to organize content 

logically without being restricted by 

visual or device considerations.

Multi-Environment Deployment

Users can create multiple environments 

(development, staging, production, etc.) 

and push content everywhere simulta-

neously, or one environment at a time.

Content Delivery

Data can be pushed or pulled on demand using 

the JSON format without intermingled markup, 

giving developers the flexibility to implement a 

separate presentation layer, optimized for each.

Guaranteed Uptime

With the CMS decoupled from the website itself, 

web developers can guarantee site uptime and 

reliability, without any dependency on data being 

served by the CMS or an underlying database.

Rich Media Management

Admins access the built-in asset manager to 

manage all media files from a single panel, elimi-

nating the need for separate cloud-based storage.

Lightweight Scalability

A lightweight architecture responds instantly to 

tra�c spikes, without the burden of having to add 

infrastructure, eliminating performance bottle-

necks.



CONTENTSTACK | FEATURES | Easy for business users. Powerful for developers.

Versioning and Rollback

All edits are saved, archived and can 

be restored at any time. Version com-

parison makes is easy to review di�er-

ent revisions of a document 

Access Controls

Developers can quickly create roles 

and set access levels to empower the 

right people to manage and publish 

their content, while protecting the 

system from unauthorized changes.

Webhooks

Third party software can be easily integrated and 

workflows associated with content management 

spanning multiple systems can quickly be 

automated.

Reusable Apps

Developers can create and package components, 

such as blogs, resource libraries, customer data-

bases, events, etc. that can be shared and reused 

as microservices.

Workflow Approval

Content reviews are facilitated via designated 

approvers before publishing.

WYSIWYG and Markdown 

Content can be updated using popular editing 

formats.



Sylvie Shimizu, Webmaster, Elastic

Contentstack allows you to preview your changes before you publish 
them live. Your standard Drupal and Wordpress don't have one so you 

have to build two identical websites: The first is for making changes; then, 
after the changes are approved, you have to copy and paste the entire 

code to the actual live site. It's time-consuming and doesn't scale. Imagine 
all the things that can go wrong when your web changes are frequent.  

Contentstack solves that headache.

CONTENTSTACK | BENEFITS | Easy for business users. Powerful for developers.

Unifying CMS for Mobile, Web, and IoT
Simplify and accelerate your content management by allowing business users to manage 

and update content across all channels with a single click.

Headless CMS, API-Enhanced
Developers can build powerful cross-platform applications and deliver content through 

APIs, optimized for each destination and beautifully presented.

Limitless Auto-Scale
Our cloud service lets you instantly scale to millions of sessions. Remain in control of your 

data and grow tra�c without worrying about infrastructure.

Simplicity Without Sacrifice
Forget about slow implementations, extensive training, tedious upgrades and plugin night-

mare. Get all the integrations you need without the maintenance headache.

Contact us for more information at: info@contentstack.com | www.contentstack.com


